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Existence and design of trans-vacuum-speed metamaterials
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The existence of passive metamaterials, in which the speed of light is greater than its speed in vacuum, is
proposed. Analysis and numerical simulations demonstrate these trans-vacuum-speed~TVS! properties. A
transmission line realization of a TVS medium is established. Excellent agreement between the results of the
theoretical constructs and the corresponding transmission line models are demonstrated. A practical transmis-
sion line TVS metamaterial design is proposed and validated numerically, which could be used to confirm these
results experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The issue of Einstein causality has been scrutinized ex
sively in recent years. The concepts of phase, group, ene
and front speeds have been analyzed and tested in a va
of different ways~for instance, Refs.@1–24#. Many of these
issues have been reviewed recently by Milonni in Ref.@25#
and discussed at length at the 2002 Quantum Optics W
shop at the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics@26#.

In Ref. @27#, it was shown numerically that the propag
tion of a pulsed plane wave through a two-time-derivat
Lorentz material~2TDLM! slab allowed, in practice, the pos
sibility of superluminal transmission of information withou
a violation of causality. The 2TDLM model arose from th
study of artificial molecules@28–35# and absorbing bound
ary conditions for the finite difference time domain~FDTD!
numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations@28,36–41#.

A possible realization of the 2TDLM slab could b
achieved through the use of metamaterials~MTMs!, i.e., ar-
tificially constructed materials with electromagnetic prop
ties not generally found in nature@42–63#. New physics is-
sues and engineering opportunities associated with
MTMs are being explored. Metamaterial realizations, for
stance, of Double Negative~DNG! media, i.e., media having
both permittivity and permeability less than zero, have be
designed and tested. A number of applications have b
suggested, which include subwavelength imaging@44# and
efficient electrically small antennas@64#.

The need to revisit the propagation of electromagne
waves in a 2TDLM medium stems from the fact that t
2TDLM model itself suggests the unorthodox position th
the index of refraction at infinite angular frequency satisfi
n(`),1. As will be discussed, this implies a violation of th
principle that there is no medium in which light travels fas
than its free-space valuec. Such a situation has been di
cussed previously, in regards to light propagation in a C
simir effect configuration in the presence of zero-point flu
tuations of the vacuum@65–70#. In Ref. @70#, a choice of
explanations for the results was posed between either the
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signal speed exceedingc or the vacuum acting unstably
hence, acting as an amplifier. In contrast, it will be sho
below that the 2TDLM MTM under consideration is passi
and there is simply no alternative to the fact that the wa
speed exceedsc in this medium. To achieve this end, th
relationship between the light front speed and wave causa
will be revisited to establish a common framework fro
which to claim that the~front! speed of light in a specifically
designed 2TDLM MTM can causally exceed its value
vacuum. We will call this unusual causal medium a tran
vacuum-speed~TVS! MTM to distinguish it from superlumi-
nal propagation effects, i.e., the speed of light in such a T
MTM is simply greater than its speed in vacuum. The prop
gation effects in the TVS MTM are examined analytica
and numerically. It is shown that the ideal 2TDLM MTM
supports front speeds greater thanc. It is also shown that the
behavior at infinity can be suppressed using low-pass fil
and that the essence of the transmission of informa
propagating at speeds greater thanc can be preserved. We
then demonstrate that analogous to the DNG MTM res
reported in Refs.@59–62#, a transmission line configuratio
can be introduced, which yields the TVS MTM behavior.
analytical and numerical solutions are also obtained to c
firm the unorthodox TVS behavior in a physically realizab
configuration. Because a commercial design tool is used
these numerical simulations and because it is a trusted a
rithm validated against a large variety of experiments,
feel strongly that the results presented here are verifiabl
practice. An experimental composite transmission line v
dation of the TVS MTM concept is proposed.

II. CAUSAL MEDIA

Causality is often associated with the constitutive re
tionship between the displacement~magnetic induction! field
and the electric~magnetic! field @71#:

Dx~z,t !5«0Ex~z,t !1E
2`

`

G~t!Ex~z,t2t!dt,

Dx~z,t !5«0Ex~z,t !1
1

2pE2`

`

x~v!Ex~z,v!e1 j vt dv, ~1!
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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where the response of susceptibility

G~ t !5
1

2pE2`

`

x~v!e1 j vt dv ~2!

is causal, i.e.,G(t)50 for t,0. The latter will occur if sus-
ceptibility x(v) is analytic in the lower half plane. For th
sake of simplicity, spatially varying medium effects are i
nored. If, in addition~as is required for the pulse propagatio
experiments discussed below!, the initial condition on the
electric field,Ex(0,t)5 f (t)50 for t,0, is imposed, the con
stitutive relation becomes

Dx~z,t !5«0Ex~z,t !1E
0

t

G~t!Ex~z,t2t!dt. ~3!

It is generally assumed, because of causality and he
satisfaction of the Kramers-Kro¨nig relations, that the suscep
tibility must go to zero as the angular frequency goes
infinity, i.e., lim

v→`
x(v)→0. However, this is not required

for integral ~2! to yield a causal result. In fact, ifux(v)u is
bounded asuvu→` and lim

v→`
$ux(v)u/uvu%50, then

x(v) has a removable singularity at infinity@72#. Then, one
could rewrite Eq.~3! as

Dx~z,t !5«`Ex~z,t !1E
0

t

dt G`~t!Ex~z,t2t!,

Dx~z,t !5«`Ex~z,t !1
1

2pE2`

`

@x~v!

2x`#Ex~z,v!e1 j vt dv, ~4!

where

x`5 lim
v→`

x~v!,

«`5«0~11x`!,

G`~ t !5
1

2pE2`

`

@x~v!2x`#e1 j vt dv. ~5!

The term@«(v)2«`# is now analytic for all Imv,0 and
G`(t), like G(t), is causal. The Kramers-Kro¨nig relations
corresponding to this result follow immediately, as

« real~v!2«`5
1

p
PVE

2`

`

dj
« imag~v!

j2v
,

« imag~v!52
1

p
PVE

2`

`

dj
« real~v!2«`

j2v
. ~6!

This form is found in a variety of textbooks, e.g., Ref.@73#,
and affirms the footnote given in Ref.@74#. It recovers the
usual form when«`5«0. Nonetheless, as just demonstrate
mathematical causality itself does not prevent the case
which «`Þ«0.
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Note, however, that the requirement for having a rem
able singularity at infinity signifies that if the susceptibility
a rational function inv, then it must have the form

x~v!5

(
,50

p

a,v,

(
,50

q

b,v,

, ~7!

where the maximum indices must satisfyp<q and the con-
stant ratio of the leading coefficients must be finite:ap /bq
,`.

III. TWO-TIME DERIVATIVE LORENTZ MEDIA

The 2TDLM model has been used@27# to study superlu-
minal transmission of information. It is revisited here
make the stronger claim that it can be used to establish
the front speed of light can exceed its vacuum value. We w
base our arguments on the propagation of a one dimensio
plane wave in a matched 2TDLM medium. Let the directi
of propagation be along thez axis and let the electric field be
linearly polarized along thex axis.

The 2TDLM model in this one-dimensional plane wa
case has the following time domain form:

] t
2Px~z,t !1Ge] tPx~z,t !1v0,e

2 Px~z,t !

5«0vp,e
2 xa,eEx~z,t !1«0vp,exb,e] tEx~z,t !

1«0xg,e] t
2Ex~z,t !. ~8!

Let the Fourier transform pair of the time bePx(z,t), the
frequency domain bePx(z,v), and polarization fields be de
fined as

Px~z,t !5
1

2pE2`

`

Px~z,v!e1 j vt dv,

Px~z,v!5E
2`

`

Px~z,t !e2 j vt dt. ~9!

It is assumed that all the relevant time and frequency dom
quantities here will share this transform pair representat
Consequently, since one has the following well-known f
quency domain relation between the polarization field,
electric field and the electric susceptibility:

Px~z,v!5«0xe~v!Ex~z,v!, ~10!

the 2TDLM electric susceptibility has the frequency doma
form

xe~v!5
2v2xg,e1 j vp,exb,ev1vp,e

2 xa,e

2v21 j Gev1v0,e
2

. ~11!

It is further assumed, without loss of generality, that the m
netic susceptibility has a similar 2TDLM form, i.e.,
2-2
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M y~z,v!5xm~v!Hy~z,v!, ~12!

wherexm(v) is given by Eq.~11! with e→m. The electric
permittivity and the magnetic permeability of this 2TDLM
medium then have the following frequency domain forms

«~v!5«0@11xe~v!#,

m~v!5m0@11xm~v!#. ~13!

To simplify the discussion further, we will consider
matched medium, i.e., one in which the permittivity and p
meability satisfyxe(v)5xm(v)5x(v), where

x~v!5
2v2xg1 j vpxbv1vp

2xa

2v21 j Gv1v0
2

, ~14!

so that the wave impedance in the 2TDLM medium matc
the free-space value, i.e., so thatZ(v)5Am(v)/«(v)[Z0

5Am0 /«0.
We note that the 2TDLM model~14! satisfiesx(2v)

5x* (v) to guarantee that the displacement field is real, a
the electric field. The poles of the 2TDLM model occur
v652 j (G/2)6Av0

22G2/4 and lie strictly in the lower half
of the v plane. If x(v)5Re@x(v)#2 j Im@x(v)#, then the
real and imaginary parts of susceptibility~14! are

Re@x~v!#5
~v0

22v2!~vp
2xa2v2xg!1v2vpGxb

~v0
22v2!21~Gv!2

,

Im@x~v!#5vH v2@vpxb2Gxg#1vp
2Gxa2v0

2vpxb

~v0
22v2!21~Gv!2 J .

~15!

Clearly, the 2TDLM medium will be passive if for allv,

v2@vpxb2Gxg#1vp
2Gxa2v0

2vpxb.0. ~16!

This passivity constraint can be met with a large variety
the free parameters of the 2TDLM model. We also note t
in this matched 2TDLM medium, the dispersion relation o
tained from Maxwell’s equations has the form

k~v!5
v

c
n~v!,

n~v!5A«~v!

«0
Am~v!

m0
511x~v!. ~17!

To simplify the notations yet further, letvp[v0. Then, the
limiting behaviors of the 2TDLM susceptibility~14! become

lim
v→0

n~v!511xa ,

lim
v→`

n~v!511xg . ~18!
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As will be shown below, sincexg can be selected to be les
than zero, this 2TDLM model allows for cases in which t
speed of light in the medium is greater than its value in f
space.

We note that in all of the cases considered below,
2TDLM MTM will be lossy. This property of the passive
2TDLM MTM was exploited to achieve the Maxwellian pe
fectly matched layer, FDTD absorbing boundary conditio
~ABCs! considered in Refs.@39–41#. There, the 2TDLM
MTM parameters were selected to ensure a significant de
of a wave propagating in the ABC layers. Here, the re
nance region, where the strong losses and the correspon
strong dispersive effects occur, will be avoided in general
a careful selection of the spectrum of the initial pulse, as w
as of the 2TDLM MTM parameters. Moreover, the presen
of loss in the 2TDLM model precludes a possible need
introduce infinities to guarantee satisfaction of the gene
ized Kramers-Kro¨nig relations Eqs.~6!.

IV. PLANE WAVE PROPAGATION

Now consider the propagation from the planez50 in this
2TDLM medium of an initial pulseEx(z50,t)5 f (t), where
f (t)50 for t,0 and F(v) is its Fourier spectrum. From
Maxwell’s equations, the electric field at a point1z in the
matched 2TDLM medium can be represented as

Ex~z,t !5
1

2pE2`

`

F~v!ej v[ t2n(v)z/c] dv. ~19!

Let us rewrite this electric field at (z,t) as

Ex~z,t !5
1

2pE2`

`

F~v!ej v(t2n`z/c) dv

1
1

2pE2`

`

F~v!ej v[ t2n`z/c]

3$e2 j v[n(v)2n`]z/c21%dv. ~20!

The first term is readily evaluated as

1

2pE2`

`

F~v!ej v(t2n`z/c) dv5 f ~ t2n`z/c!. ~21!

Thus, if, in fact, the medium were designed to achieve o
the index value at infinity, then to maintain causality, th
representation clearly requires the following constraint:n`

.0 and hence, the constraint that the constantxg.21 in
the 2TDLM model. If the second term were negligible, th
the front speed of the pulse would bev front5c/n`5c/(1
1xg). This front speed is greater than the vacuum value
21,xg,0. For instance, ifxg520.5, then v front52c.
While this is a narrow range of possible values forxg , the
existence of a TVS MTM is clearly possible when the seco
term is negligible.

The second term in Eq.~20! contains all of the dispersion
and loss effects. It can be written in a convenient form a
2-3
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1

2pE2`

`

F~v!ej v[ t2n`z/c]$e2 j v[n(v)2n`]z/c21%dv5 (
,51

`
1

2p,! E2`

`

F~v!ej v[ t2n`z/c]$2 j v@n~v!2n`#z/c%,dv. ~22!
-
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Thus, if @n(v)2n`#'0 over a major portion of the fre
quency spectrum of the input pulseF(v), then the second
term in Eq.~20! is approximately zero and the pulse prop
gates in the 2TDLM MTM simply, according to the relatio

Ex~z,t !' f ~ t2n`z/c!. ~23!

The obvious desired pulse design is to arrange the p
spectrum to be nontrivial for frequencies above resonancev0
of the 2TDLM medium and trivial near and below it. If th
resonance of the 2TDLM medium occurs where the pu
spectrum is large, large loss and dispersive effects will oc
and the pulse will become largely distorted as it propaga
e
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To illustrate these behaviors explicitly, aMATLAB code
was constructed to calculate Eq.~19! and the various quan
tities associated with the pulse propagation. We will consi
one of the passive 2TDLM cases given in Ref.@27#, shifted
to a lower frequency. Letxa51.0, xb51.031025, xg5
20.5, vp5v052p f 0, and G51.031023v0, where f 0

51.03106 Hz. Since x`520.5, the pulse front spee
v f ront52.0c. The real and imaginary parts of the index
refractionn, given by Eq.~17!, in the frequency domain are
shown in Fig. 1.

The input pulse is assumed to be a finite width, unit a
plitude pulse of time lengthT, which has the bipolar form
f ~ t !5H 0 for t,0

2A7.0~7.0/6.0!3S t2T/2

T/2 D F12S t2T/2

T/2 D 2G3

for 0<t<T

0 for t.T.

~24!
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The value of this pulse and at least its first two derivativ
are all zero att50. This input pulse and the magnitude of i
Fourier spectrum whenT510.0 ns are shown in Fig. 2. Not
that the spectrum of this pulse is centered at 100 MHz
has no dc component.

Consider now the propagation of this pulse in the spe
fied 2TDLM MTM when T50.5 ms. The magnitude of the
pulse spectrum normalized to its maximum value and
un-normalized magnitude of the index of refraction of t
2TDLM MTM are shown together in Fig. 3. A considerab
overlap of these spectra is observed. The initial pulse and
pulse measured atz560.0 m are shown in Fig. 4. The ex
pected pulse distortion from the medium losses and dis
sion are evident. The extended observation distance wa
lected to extenuate these issues. In contrast, conside
propagation of the input pulse in the specified 2TDLM MT
whenT510.0 ns. The magnitude of the pulse spectrum n
malized to its maximum value and the un-normalized m
nitude of the index of refraction of the 2TDLM MTM ar
shown together in Fig. 5. The initial pulse and the pu
measured atz56.0 m are plotted in Fig. 6. Because of th
careful crafting of the pulse spectrum to avoid any over
with the resonance region, i.e., to avoid any significant l
or dispersion, almost no distortion is seen in the propaga
pulse.

Now consider theT510.0 ns pulse propagating in fre
space and in a normal double positive~DPS! matched me-
dium with « r52.0 andm r52.0. The front speeds will be
respectively,v f ront5c andv f ront5c/2. The measured pulse
s

d
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e

he

r-
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r-
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e

p
s
d

at z56.0 m for the TVS MTM, free-space, and DPS mediu
cases are shown in Fig. 7. Clearly, the entire signal pro
gates faster than in free space in the TVS case. Moreove
considering the pulse propagation within the same med
everywhere, there are no pulse reshaping effects to con
the issues involved, particularly such as those that occu
in Ref. @27# when the pulse entered the 2TDLM slab fro
free space and left it.

V. PROPAGATION IN NONPERFECT TVS MEDIUM

As pointed out in Ref.@27#, one would not expect to be
able to maintain the perfect 2TDLM properties at high fr
quencies in any practical realization. Consequently, one
to ask: ‘‘Will the absence of the infinite frequency properti
ruin the TVS MTM propagation results?’’

To force the permittivity and permeability, and hence t
index of refraction, to have free-space behaviors at high
quencies, we introduce a low-pass filter into the 2TDL
response. In particular, if the low-pass filter is represented

A~v!5
1

11~v/vc!
2

, ~25!

wherevc52p f c defines the half amplitude point in its spe
trum, we then create the modified loss-pass 2TDLM MT
by setting
2-4
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nLP~v!51.01A~v!x~v!. ~26!

The resulting propagation integral becomes simply

Ex~z,t !5
1

2pE2`

`

F~v!ej v[ t2nLP(v)z/c] dv. ~27!

Its behavior is evaluated numerically, as in the previous id
case.

In particular, consider the results obtained by settingf c
510 GHz. An overlay of the magnitudes of the input pul
spectrum normalized to its maximum value and the
normalized magnitude of the index of refraction of the lo
pass 2TDLM MTM, nLP(v), is given in Fig. 8. Note that
because the resonance region is located well below the
cutoff value f c , losses are still present in the MTM. Fro
Fig. 8 one observes that the index of refraction is appro
mately constant over the bandwidth of the input pulse,
desired. If f P5vP/2p is the frequency of the peak of th

FIG. 1. ~Color online! The 2TDLM MTM under consideration
has an index of refraction whose resonance occurs at 1.0 MHz~a!
Real part of the index of refraction.~b! Imaginary part of the index
of refraction.
02661
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magnitude of the spectrum, this index value isnLP(vP).
Following the arguments leading from Eqs.~19!–~23!, one
then finds from Eq.~27! that the pulse propagated in th
modified loss-pass 2TDLM MTM should have the form

Ex~z,t !' f „t2nLP~vP!z/c…. ~28!

Since by designf P5100 MHz andnLP(vP)50.5, the input
pulse should propagate with little distortion at the spe
c/nLP(vP)52.0c.

The pulse predicted at the observation pointz56.0 m, by
calculating Eq.~27! numerically, is compared to the inpu
pulse and the free-space propagated pulse in Fig. 9. Cle
the modified medium has maintained the TVS properti
and Eq.~28! is a very good approximation of the propagat
pulse. We reemphasize that the reason that the results
essentially identical to the ideal case is that the angular
quency behavior of the 2TDLM index of refraction awa
from the resonance is basically constant. By designing
pulse and its spectrum to lie in the region below the low-p

FIG. 2. ~Color online! The input signal is a 10.0 ns bipola
pulse. The magnitude of its frequency spectrum, normalized to
maximum value (4.210331029), is centered at 100.0 MHz.~a!
Input pulse.~b! Normalized input pulse spectrum.
2-5
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filter’s cutoff frequencyf c , yet well above the resonanc
frequencyf 0, one is able to achieve a nearly distortion-fr
TVS pulse propagation.

Given the fact that the low-pass 2TDLM MTM still ex
hibited the TVS properties, an experimental realization w
designed.

VI. ANALYTICAL TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL
OF THE TVS MTM

To design a practical realization of the TVS 2TDLM
MTM, it was decided to mimic the transmission line realiz
tion of a DNG metamaterial introduced by Eleftheriad
@59–62#. An ABCD matrix approach to modeling the beha

FIG. 3. ~Color online! The magnitude of the spectrum
of the 500.0ms input pulse normalized to its peak valu
(2.105131027) at 2.0 MHz and the magnitude of the un
normalized spectrum of the 2TDLM MTM show a significant ove
lap near the resonance region.

FIG. 4. ~Color online! The 0.5ms input pulse (z50 m) and the
pulse received atz560 m after propagation through the 2TDLM
MTM are compared. Significant distortion of the input pulse
present in the propagated result due to the overlap of the sp
shown in Fig. 3.
02661
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ior of the two-port network that represents a transmiss
line configuration is widely used in microwave engineeri
applications. Once elementary two-portABCD matrices for
the various transmission line elements in a more complica
two-port network are constructed, the entire network can
easily modeled by simply cascading the connections, i.e.
simply multiplying the individualABCD matrices together.

A section of an ideal lossless transmission line can
represented as@75#

S A B

C DD 5S cos~b, ! jZ0 sin~b, !

jY0 sin~b, ! cos~b, !
D , ~29!

tra

FIG. 5. ~Color online! The magnitude of the spectrum of th
10.0 ns input pulse and of the magnitude of the unnormalized s
trum of the unfiltered 2TDLM MTM index of refraction show
very minor overlap of the resonance region. Most of the pulse sp
trum occurs in the frequency region wheren'11xg50.5.

FIG. 6. ~Color online! The 10.0 ns input pulse (z50 m) and the
pulse received atz56 m after propagation through the 2TDLM
MTM are compared. No apparent distortion of the input pulse
present in the propagated result. This is due to the minor overla
the spectra shown in Fig. 5.
2-6
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EXISTENCE AND DESIGN OF TRANS-VACUUM-SPEED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 026612 ~2003!
where the propagation constantb52p/l, the length of the
transmission is,, and the characteristic impedance and a
mittance of the transmission line areZ0 andY0, respectively.
This expression is valid for any length of the transmiss
line.

If, however, the length of the lossless transmission line
small, i.e., if,/l!1, then theABCD parameters in Eq.~29!
can be approximated as

S A B

C DD 5S 1 jZ0b,

jY0b, 1 D . ~30!

FIG. 7. ~Color online! The input pulse and the pulses resultin
from propagation in free space withv f ront5c, in the TVS 2TDLM
MTM with v f ront52c, and in a homogenous DPS medium wi
e r52.0 and m r52.0 so that v f ront5c/2, are compared. The
2TDLM MTM pulse propagation clearly exhibits the predicted, u
orthodox TVS behavior.

FIG. 8. ~Color online! The magnitude of the spectrum of th
10.0 ns input pulse and of the magnitude of the unnormalized s
trum of the unfiltered 2TDLM MTM show very minor overlap. Th
effect of the low-pass filter that returns the index of refraction to
at high frequencies is clearly shown.
02661
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This is due to the approximations cosb,>12@(bl)2/2#>1
and sinb,>b,.

It is also well known that a transmission line can be re
resented by distributed lumped elements@76#. A classical
per-unit-length resistance-inductance-capacitan
conductance~RLCG! representation of a segment of leng
Dz of lossless transmission line is shown in Fig. 10. We w
call this segment a unit cell of the lumped element transm
sion line. The effective capacitance and inductance of
impedance and admittance elements for unit cell are sim
Le f f5LDz andCe f f5CDz, respectively, whereL andC are,
respectively, the per-unit-length values of the inductance
capacitance. VoltagesV1 and V2 are related asV25V1
2 j vLDzI1; currents I 1 and I 2 are related asI 15I 2
1 j vCDzV2. These equations can be written in the mat
form as

S 1 2 j vLDz

0 1 D S V1

I 1
D 5S 1 0

j vCDz 1D S V2

I 2
D . ~31!

This matrix equation is readily solved to give

c-

0

FIG. 9. ~Color online! The 10.0 ns input pulse (z50 m), the
pulse received atz56 m after propagation through the low-pa
filtered 2TDLM MTM, and the pulse received atz56 m after
propagation through free space are compared. No apparent d
tion of the input pulse is present in the 2TDLM MTM propagat
result and the TVS effect is still clearly present.

FIG. 10. Circuit model representation of a free-space transm
sion line.
2-7
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S V1

I 1
D 5S 12v2Le f fCe f f j vLe f f

j vCe f f 1 D S V2

I 2
D , ~32!

from which the equivalentABCD matrix is then readily ex-
tracted:

S A B

C DD 5S 12v2Le f fCe f f j vLe f f

j vCe f f 1 D . ~33!

If it is assumed that the medium associated with the lo
less transmission line is free space, thenL andC are equal to
the free-space permeability and permittivity, respective
i.e., L5m0 and C5«0. Thus, the characteristic impedan
and the propagation constant of the corresponding lum
element model are equal to the free-space wave values:

h5A j vLe f f

j vCe f f
5AL

C
5Am0

«0
[h0 ,

b5vALC5vA«0m0[b0 . ~34!

Consequently, propagation along this lumped element tra
mission line model mimics propagation in free space. Ot
media could be represented by other« and m assignments.
Note that if Dz/l!1, then the term 12v2Le f fCe f f51
2(v/c)2(Dz)25124p2(Dz/l)2'1 and theABCD matrix
Eq. ~33! for the free-space, lumped element transmission
model becomes

S A B

C DD
FS2TL

5S 1 j vm0Dz

j v«0Dz 1 D . ~35!

Cascading many of these unit cells together would produ
free-space transmission line of any specified length. A
proximate equivalence between the exact and the resu
cascaded lumped element totalABCD matrix rests solely on
the closeness of the approximation of Eq.~33! by the unit
cell result Eq.~35!, and this clearly depends on the electr
magnetic size of the unit cell.

While this argument reveals a fundamental theoret
limitation of the lumped element model, it also reveals
practical advantage. For practical design and fabrication
poses, the unit cell size must be selected large enough
ease of construction. We know that the exact solution is
covered whenDz→0. Thus, if a reasonable sized lumpe
parameter transmission line model of a TVS medium is
veloped and if its wave propagation characteristics mim
those of the exact medium, there is a high probability tha
realistic experimental verification of those properties can
cur. Such an approach is typical and very effective in
design of microwave circuits; it is the one used below. Th
if we can determine a lumped parameter model of
2TDLM medium and if it predicts the TVS behavior, the
basically an experiment could be fielded to demonstrate
TVS effects.

To this end, we note that theABCD matrix corresponding
to Fig. 10 can also be derived in terms of the effective i
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pedanceZe f f and admittanceYe f f as a product of theABCD
matrices for the independent impedance segment and the
mittance segment:

S A B

C DD 5S 1 Ze f f

0 1 D 3S 1 0

Ye f f 1D 5S 11Ze f fYe f f Ze f f

Ye f f 1 D .

~36!

With Ze f f5 j vLe f f and Ye f f5 j vCe f f this result clearly re-
covers Eq.~33!.

A TVS 2TDLM MTM lumped element transmission lin
is constructed immediately as follows. Using the 2TDL
frequency-domain susceptibility given in Eq.~14!, one can
introduce the following effective impedance and admittan
elements:

Ze f f5 j vm0@11x~v!#Dz, ~37!

Ye f f5 j v«0@11x~v!#Dz. ~38!

Therefore, theABCD matrix is given by Eq.~36! with these
parameters and the impedance and wave number of the
2TDLM transmission line unit cell become

h~v!5Am~v!

«~v!
5Am0

«0
5h0 , ~39!

k5vA«~v!m~v!5vA«0m0@11x~v!#, ~40!

where x is given by Eq. ~14! with the TVS valuesxa
51.0, xb51.031025, xg520.5, vp5v052p f 0 and G
51.031023v0, where f 051.03106 Hz.

To uncover the analytical behavior of the TVS 2TDLM
transmission line~TL! unit cell, aMATLAB code was devel-
oped, which was used to implement Eqs.~36!–~38!. The im-
pedance equation~37! and admittance equation~38! of the
TVS 2TDLM TL can be decomposed, respectively, into
effective capacitanceCe f f and its effective conductance o
equivalent resistanceRYe f f , and an effective inductanc
Le f f and its effective resistanceRe f f . These are the lumped
element quantities associated with the 2TDLM TL unit ce
Their behavior as a function of frequency are shown in Fi
11~a! and 11~b!. The relative valuesLr5Le f f /m0 and Cr
5Ceff /«0 are plotted in Fig. 11~a!. Because their relative val
ues have been designed to be the same, these curve
identical. The resistance values are plotted in Fig. 11~b!. We
note from Figs. 11~a,b! that Le f f andCe f f switch from posi-
tive to negative values at the 1.0 MHz resonance freque
of the TVS 2TDLM MTM and then switch back to positiv
values at 2.0 MHz. We note in Fig. 11~b! that the resistance
are always positive, hence, the unit cell is strictly passive

Since the 2TDLM MTM is lossy and dispersive near t
resonance and has unusual properties at higher frequenc
is useful to further understand the propagation characteris
for the proposed TVS 2TDLM TL unit cell. Withjk(v)
5a(v)1 j b(v), its v2b dispersion diagram is given in
Fig. 12 for the frequencies near the resonance. Furtherm
to understand better the speeds associated with the
2TDLM TL unit cell, Fig. 13 compares the phase and gro
2-8
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EXISTENCE AND DESIGN OF TRANS-VACUUM-SPEED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 026612 ~2003!
FIG. 11. ~Color online! The behavior of~a! the effective induc-
tance and capacitance and~b! associated effective resistances th
define the 2TDLM TL unit cell are shown as functions of the fr
quency.

FIG. 12. ~Color online! The v-b diagram of the TVS 2TDLM
TL unit cell explains many of its dispersion properties.
02661
speeds of free space with those for the unit cell. These sp
are obtained from their definitions and from the dispers
relations~Fig. 12!:

vp
f reespace5

v

b
5

1

Am0«0

5c, ~41!

vp
2TDLM5

v

b
5

c

$11Re@x~v!#%
. ~42!

Similarly, the group speed in both mediums can be obtai
from

vg
f reespace5vp

f reespace5c, ~43!

vg
2TDLM5

1

db/dv
5

c

11Re@x#1v]v$Re@x#%
. ~44!

The curves in Fig. 13 show that both the phase and gr
speeds along the 2TDLM TL are significantly greater th
those in free space at 100 MHz. Therefore, if a pulse ha
majority of its spectrum centered near 100 MHz, it w
propagate along the TVS 2TDLM TL unit cell with speeds
excess of its speed in vacuum, as it did in the plane w
case.

To correlate both Figs. 12 and 13, the dispersion diagr
in Fig. 12 is divided into several frequency bands and
phase and group speed characteristics in these band
summarized in Table I. Clearly, in regions I and V, both t
phase and group speeds are positive. However, in region
and IV, the phase speed and the group speed have opp
signs. In region III, the phase velocity, group velocity,«, m,
and the index of refraction are all negative. These behav
recover many of the LH~high-pass! transmission line
~‘‘backward wave’’! characteristics reported in Refs.@59–

t

FIG. 13. ~Color online! The phase and group speeds of the TV
2TDLM TL unit cell are compared to those of free space. The T
behavior is very apparent.
2-9
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R. W. ZIOLKOWSKI AND C.-Y. CHENG PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 026612 ~2003!
62. Note that these figures imply that one could tailor
operating points of a 2TDLM MTM TL for a variety o
applications.

This unit cell was also modeled with Hewlett-Packard
advanced design system~HP-ADS! software tools. The HP-
ADS software is commercially available and has been v
dated extensively against experiment. One of the main d
outputs from HP-ADS is the effective scattering paramet
of the circuit. The relationships between theseS parameters
and the elements of theABCD matrix for any two-port net-
work are given by the following expressions@75#:

S S11 S12

S21 S22
D 5S A1B/Z02CZ02D

A1B/Z01CZ01D

2~AD2BC!

A1B/Z01CZ01D

2

A1B/Z01CZ01D

2A1B/Z02CZ01D

A1B/Z01CZ01D

D .

~45!

A comparison of theMATLAB predictedS21 results for the
TVS 2TDLM TL and the free space TL unit cells of leng
Dz50.01 m are shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14~a! the magni-
tude of S21 is shown; the phase is shown in Fig. 14~b!. As
one can see, the TVS 2TDLM TL is relatively lossy near t
resonance, 1.0 MHz; but it is extremely low loss away fro
there, as expected. The percent difference in these magn
values for the free space and the 2TDLM TL unit cells is le
than 0.0001% from 2 MHz to 200 MHz. Thus, there is ve
little difference between the magnitudes ofS21 for the
2TDLM TL and the free space TL unit cells in the region
interest.

Note that the magnitude ofS21 for the 2TDLM TL at the
resonance frequency 1.0 MHz is22.69 dB. This represent
the major difference in magnitude between the 2TDLM
and the free space TL unit cells; it is due to the loss near
resonance associated with the TVS 2TDLM MTM. It w
expected that this loss near the 1.0 MHz resonance frequ
would become increasingly greater as the number of
cells that are cascaded together increases. Similarly, the
tremely low loss near 100 MHz would be maintained a
possibly even lowered. These magnitude variations and
corresponding phase variations are shown, respectively
Figs. 15~a! and 15~b! for 2TDLM TLs consisting of 1, 30,
and 300 unit cells. As shown, there is insignificant change
the magnitude ofS21 away from the 2TDLM MTM reso-
nance. On the other hand, we find that the phase variat
are large near the resonance and, as expected, become

TABLE I. The propagation characteristics of the 2TDLM MTM
transmission line near the 2TDLM resonance.

Region
Phase

velocity
Group

velocity e andm
Refractive

index

I .0 .0 e.0, m.0 n.0
II ,0 .0 e,0, m,0 n,0
III ,0 ,0 e,0, m,0 n,0
IV .0 ,0 e.0, m.0 n.0
V .0 .0 e.0, m.0 n.0
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latory as the wavelength decreases for the fixed length of
unit cell. Note that there is zero phase shift right at the re
nance since the 2TDLM MTM matches free space the
With these results, one would expect no amplitude decay
a pulse that propagates along the TVS 2TDLM TL. One m
however, have some concerns that the observed phase v
tions at different frequencies may have a negative impac
the overall pulse propagation along it. Note, however, t
one should not expect that the free space and TVS 2TD
TLs will have the same phase properties, since the propa
tion characteristics in these two cases will remain differe
Moreover, the change in phase with frequency should
larger for the faster speed TVS 2TDLM TL, as in Fig. 14~b!.
The MATLAB generated results in Figs. 14 and 15 acted a
baseline comparison case for the HP-ADS results.

To represent the TVS 2TDLM TL in HP-ADS, a two-po
element had to be created, which had the same freque
characteristics. This was achieved by normalizing
MATLAB calculated impedance and theS-parameter values to
the characteristic wave impedance of free space, 376.V,
according to the following relations:

Z5AZ0~I2S!21~I1S!AZ0, ~46!

SV5AYV~Z2ZV!~Z1ZV!21AZV, ~47!

whereS is ann3n generalizedS matrix, I is ann3n iden-
tity matrix, Z0 is a diagonal matrix having the characteris
impedance of each port,Z is the element’s unique imped
ance matrix, andZV andYV are both diagonal matrices hav
ing the desired impedance and admittance as their va
respectively. One then uses the normalized rawMATLAB data
to generate aTOUCHSTONEformatted data file that represen
the desired element. The Touchstone data file is an AS
text file in which the properties of the element appear line
line for each frequency value. The HP-ADS software rea
the TOUCHSTONEdata file and treats it as a user defined d
vice. Consequently, this acts like a lookup table of values
the TVS 2TDLM properties. Excellent agreeme
(,0.001% difference in magnitude and phase! between the
MATLAB and the HP-ADS results for the TVS 2TDLM TL
two-port element were obtained.

The simulated, long-length transmission line was d
signed in HP-ADS as a cascaded set of these basic elem
Two different configurations were considered, each cons
ing of two basic elements. These configurations are both
resented in HP-ADS by the schematic diagram shown in F
16. These two basic elements are labeledA and B; their
combination was assumed to have the total lengthDz
50.02 m. In the first case, termed the TVS-only unit ce
elementsA andB were identical TVS 2TDLM TL elements
each having lengthDz50.01 m. In the second case, terme
the TL-TVS unit cell, elementA was one free-space TL ele
ment and elementB was one TVS 2TDLM TL element, eac
2-10
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FIG. 14. ~Color online! The 2TDLM and free
space TL unit cells show very similar characte
istics except near the resonance of the 2TDL
MTM at 1.0 MHz. ~a! Magnitude of S21. ~b!
Phase ofS21.
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having lengthDz50.01 m. Since the cost of fabricating ea
TVS 2TDLM TL element may be high, the TL-TVS unit ce
design halves the total difficulty~and possibly cost! of its
construction. Additionally, this type of unit cell was use
successfully in Refs.@59–62# to model the LH TL configu-
ration studied there. However, this design does impact
realized speed of any pulse propagating along it, since
the elements produce free-space speeds. These two con
rations were considered as the unit cells for the cascade
designs. A free-space TL unit cell was also used for comp
son purposes; it was obtained with both elementsA and B
being free-space TL elements of lengthDz50.01 m.

The HP-ADS results for the TVS-only unit cell agree
with the MATLAB generated results for two cascaded e
ments as well as for a single element with twice the len
with errors that were less than 0.001% in both magnitu
02661
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and phase. Similarly, theMATLAB results for the TL-TVS
unit cell were generated using the cascadedABCD matrices:

S A B

C DD 5S cos~b0Dz! jZ0 sin~b0Dz!

jY0 sin~b0Dz! cos~b0Dz!
D

3S 11Ze f fYe f f Ze f f

Ye f f 1 D , ~48!

where the effective impedanceZe f f5 j vm0@11x(v)#Dz
and the effective admittanceYe f f5 j v«0@11x(v)#Dz are
those associated with the unit cell of the TVS 2TDLM T
Excellent agreement (,0.005% difference in both magni
tude and phase! between theMATLAB and the HP-ADS re-
sults for the TL-TVS unit cell were also obtained. A sum
mary of the HP-ADS predictedS parameters for the TVS
2-11
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FIG. 15. ~Color online! The operating charac
teristics of a 2TDLM TL consisting of 1, 30, and
300 unit cells are compared.~a! Magnitude of
S21. ~b! Phase ofS21.
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only, the TL-TVS, and the free-space unit cell transmiss
lines is summarized in Table II for 1.0 MHz and 100.0 MH

To study the behavior of a pulse as it propagates alon
TVS 2TDLM TL, a TL of sufficient length had to be rea
ized. We choose to model a transmission line having a t

FIG. 16. Schematic diagram of the basic cascaded two-elem
TL models used in the HP-ADS simulations.
02661
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al

length of 6.0 m. This extended length of TL was achieved
cascading 300 of the TL unit cells together. Both the TV
only and the TL-TVS unit cell TL’s were considered alon
with the corresponding free-space TL. The HP-ADS p
dicted values for the magnitude and phase ofS21 and for the
impedance of the TVS-only 2TDLM TL are shown in Fig
17. A summary of the HP-ADS predictedS parameters for
the TVS-only, the TL-TVS, and the free-space 6.0 m tra
mission lines is given in Table III for 1.0 MHz and 100.
MHz. Excellent magnitude, phase, and impedance behav
were obtained in each case near 100.0 MHz. Thus, we
that any of these designs would produce reliable result
the time domain as well.

Because of the available pulse shapes in HP-ADS,
used a 10 ns single cycle unit amplitude pulse with a 10.0
bipolar width and 0.5 ns rise and fall times, which is defin
explicitly as
nt
2-12
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TABLE II. Selected HP-ADS predicted, frequency domainS21 values for the 0.02 m long unit sections o
the 2TDLM MTM transmission lines.

TL class
Frequency

~MHz!
S21 magnitude

~dB!
S21 phase
~degrees!

Impedance
~ohms!

TVS-TVS 1 25.401 20.024 421.044
100 21.91431026 21.202 376.917

TL-TVS 1 22.695 20.024 405.084
100 29.42931027 21.801 376.958

TL-TL 1 1.929310215 20.024 377
100 0 22.402 377
0 for t,0 ns
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FIG. 17. The values of theS21 magnitude~a! and phase~b!, and

the TL impedance~c! for the cascaded TVS 2TDLM TL were ob
tained with the HP-ADS simulator.
02661
f ~ t !55
t/t0 for 0 ns<t,0.5 ns

1 for 0.5 ns<t,4.5 ns

12~ t2t1!/t0 for t154.5 ns<t,5.5 ns

21 for 5.5 ns<t,9.5 ns

211~ t2t2!/t0 for t259.5 ns<t,10.0 ns

0 for t.10.0> ns,
~49!

where t050.5 ns. The center frequency of this trapezoid
pulse is located at 77.8 MHz, slightly below the 100 MH
peak of the smooth bipolar pulse equation~24!.

In the HP-ADS pulse simulation runs, the pulse equat
~49! was input to the TVS-only cascaded TL, the TL-TV
cascaded TL, and the free-space cascaded TL. The tran
convolution analysis in HP-ADS was set to sweep from 0.
to 30.0 ns with 0.1 ps time steps. Unfortunately, the causa
checks in HP-ADS’s convolution algorithm prevented
from completing in the TVS cases. We then resorted to us
the HP-ADS generatedS21 values in aMATLAB code that was
created to mimic the convolution approach. The input pu
was sampled with 3 333 334 points at the rateDt5
3.0310212 s from t50 to t510.0 ms. The HP-ADSS-
parameter data consisted of 10 001 values equally spa
from 0 Hz to 1 GHz. This data was zero padded out
333.334 GHz. The input spectrum and theS21 data were
multiplied together and the combination was inverse f
Fourier transformed back to the time domain.

The input pulse and the output pulses for the TVS-o
cascaded TL, for the TL-TVS cascaded TL, and for the fr
space cascaded TL are shown simultaneously in Fig. 18
comparison to the input pulse shape, the distortions one
serves in Fig. 18 in all of the propagated output pulse wa
forms result mainly from the truncation of theS21 data. Neg-
ligible pulse energy is dissipated near the resonance. An
gous results are obtained using the correspondingMATLAB

generatedS21 data. More frequency data points mitigate t
distortions; but the frequency truncation, such as one wo
expect in an experimental situation, adds more realism to
simulated data.

The magnitudes of the pulse spectra of the input pulse
the TVS-only output pulse are shown in Fig. 19. Very clo
agreement between the input and output pulse spectr
2-13
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TABLE III. Selected HP-ADS predicted, frequency domainS21 values for the 6.0 m long cascade
2TDLM MTM transmission lines.

TL class
Frequency

~MHz!
S21 magnitude

~dB!
S21 phase
~degrees!

Impedance
~ohms!

TVS-only 1 21631.616 27.197 440.268
100 21.031023 20.139 376.965

TL-TVS 1 2815.782 27.157 440.268
100 22.78631024 179.683 376.993

Free space TL 1 27.715310215 27.205 377
100 1.927310215 20.429 377
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maintained except near the 2TDLM resonance at 1.0 M
and after theS21 truncation frequency at 1.0 GHz.

Finally, to understand the sensitivity of the design, diffe
ent values of the unit length and of the loss parameterG in
the TVS 2TDLM MTM were studied. The total length of th
transmission line in all the cases was maintained at 6.0
The results are summarized in Table IV. We found that
percentage errors in the magnitude and phase ofS21 began to
increase rapidly if the unit cell exceeded 10.0 cm. Howev
the results were still reasonable even for the 10.0 cm unit
case. The smaller length cells produced even better trans
sion characteristics.

VII. PROPOSED TVS 2TDLM TL EXPERIMENT

Because finding RF components that would have the
signed frequency dependence associated with the T
2TDLM TL may be extremely difficult, it was decided t
design a TL with lumped elements whose capacitance, ind
tance, and resistance were frequency independent and w
would still recover the TVS effects. We believe that th

FIG. 18. ~Color online! The pulses received atz56 m after
propagation through the free-space TL~dashed-dot green line!, the
TVS-only TL ~solid red line!, and the TL-TVS TL~blue dashed
line! are compared. The TVS effects are readily apparent. V
minor distortion of the input pulse is present in the propaga
results.
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design will have the best chance of being realized exp
mentally.

From the above discussions, we know that the values
Ze f f andYe f f in the TVS 2TDLM TL are frequency depen
dent. The first frequency-independent unit cell TL configu
tion is shown in Fig. 20. It contained two identical combin
tions of frequency-independent RLC elements; ea
combination reproduced theS21 results of the TVS-only
2TDLM TL at 100 MHz. A second frequency-independe
unit cell TL configuration was obtained by replacing the fi
TVS-only RLC-TL element in Fig. 20 with a frequency in
dependent free-space RLC-TL element. This second unit
reproduced theS21 results of the TL-TVS 2TDLM TL at 100
MHz. In both the cases, each unit element had the sa
length,Dz50.01 m and hence, the unit cells were eachDz
50.02 m long. The values of the frequency-independ
lumped elements in both the cases were extracted from
exact values of the corresponding frequency-depend
elements at 100 MHz:Re f f54.028431025 V, Le f f5
6.2813731029 H56.281 nH, Ge f f51/RYe f f51/(2.838 29
310210 V)53.523 2531019 mho53.523 Gmho, andCe f f
54.425 62310214 F544.26 fF.

The magnitude ofS21, the phase ofS21, and the imped-
ance predicted by HP-ADS for the 300 unit element c
caded TVS-only RLC-TL are given in Figs. 21~a, b, and c!.

y
d

FIG. 19. ~Color online! The spectra of thez56 m TVS-only
transmission line output pulse and the input pulse show only sm
variations between them.
2-14
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TABLE IV. Summary of the HP-ADSS21 simulation results for different unit cell lengths and 2TDLM loss parameterG for a fixed total
length 6.0 m TVS-only TL at 100 MHz.

2TDLM Dz51.0 m Dz510.0 cm Dz51.0 cm Dz51.0 mm
G dB Degrees dB Degrees dB Degrees dB Degree

1.031021 27.9011 167.16 22.74331022 179.44 22.73231022 179.68 22.73231022 179.69
1.031023 27.8824 167.03 22.79931024 179.44 22.78631024 179.68 22.78631024 179.69
1.031025 27.8822 167.03 28.35831026 179.44 28.19431026 179.68 28.19331026 179.69
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The S parameters were swept from 0 Hz to 30.0018 G
with 100 kHz steps. Table V contains explicit values for ea
of the RLC-TL cases at the 2TDLM resonance frequency
MHz and at the center frequency 100.0 MHz of the smo
bipolar pulse. Excellent agreement~errors for both the mag
nitude and phase were,0.001%) between these results a
the corresponding frequency-dependent ones was obtain
100 MHz. Large errors were realized at the resonance
quency 1.0 MHz, but this was expected since the large
quency variations of the 2TDLM MTM occur only near th
resonance. Thus, either the lumped element TVS-o
RLC-TL or the corresponding TL-TVS RLC-TL would b
quite satisfactory for propagation experiments for pul
whose spectra are centered near 100 MHz.

The pulse propagation experiments for the TVS-o
RLC-TL and the TL-TVS RLC-TL were run completely wit
the time domain solver in HP-ADS. This was now possib
because the elements were frequency independent an
explicit time integration package in HP-ADS was applicab
The input and output pulses measured at 6.0 m are comp
to those obtained from the free-space TL, in Fig. 22. T
TVS effect is clearly maintained even with these frequen
independent based RLC-TLs. The corresponding magnitu
of the spectra of the input and output wave forms for
frequency-independent TVS-only and the TL-TVS TLs sh
little distortion during the propagation of the input pul
along those TLs. Note that it was found that the HP-AD
predicted peaks of the spectra appear to occur nearer to
MHz, slightly higher than the more exact 77.8 MHz val
obtained with theMATLAB code. This was a direct result o
the fewer number of points used in the HP-ADS calculat
to achieve a timely conclusion of the calculations.

FIG. 20. Schematic diagram of the frequency-independent T
only RLC-TL unit cell used in the HP-ADS simulations.
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FIG. 21. The frequency-independent TVS-only RLC-TL resu
agree extremely well with the frequency-dependent TVS-only
results away from the 2TDLM resonance at 1.0 MHz.~a! Magni-
tude ofS21. ~b! Phase ofS21. ~c! TL impedance.
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TABLE V. Selected HP-ADS predicted, frequency domainS21 values for the frequency-independent, 6
m long 2TDLM MTM transmission lines.

TL class
Frequency

~MHz!
S21 magnitude

~dB!
S21 phase
~degrees!

Impedance
~ohms!

TVS-only 1 20.001 21.031023 376.995
100 20.001 21.031023 376.941

TL-TVS 1 22.78631024 25.403 405.084
100 22.78631024 179.683 376.958

Free space TL 1 27.715310215 27.205 377
100 1.927310215 20.429 377
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To check these calculations further, the pulse propaga
along the TL-TVS RLC-TL was also modeled with SPICE
well-known circuit simulator. Similar results were obtaine

From Fig. 22 we found that the HP-ADS predicted outp
pulse front arrives at the observation point 20.03 ns after
input pulse has been initiated on the free-space transmis
line. It arrives 10.05 ns after the input pulse has been in
ated on the TVS-only RLC-TL. It arrives 14.83 ns after t
input pulse has been initiated on the TL-TVS RLC-TL. T
expected theoretical delays and the simulated delays
summarized in Table VI. The measured front speeds w
1.991c, 1.539c ~average speed!, and 0.999c, respectively,
for the TVS-only, TL-TVS, and the free-space RLC-TL
These results clearly indicate that the pulse travels at tr
vacuum speeds through the passive, frequency-indepen
lumped element, 2TDLM MTM based transmission lin
without violating causality. Moreover, because these TLs
lossy and dispersive and because the numerics impose
own loss and dispersion characteristics, the fact that the s
tral properties of the input pulses were basically maintain
during the entire propagation length suggests that these
2TDLM RLC-TLs will be robust in their practical imple
mentation. We have identified commercially available co
ponents that could be used to carry out this experiment;

FIG. 22. ~Color online! The 10.0 ns input pulse (z50 m, dotted
black line! and the pulses received atz56 m after propagation
through the frequency independent TVS-only~solid red line! and
TL-TVS TL ~dashed blue line! are compared to the free-space T
result ~dot-dashed green line!. Very minor distortion of the input
pulse is present in the propagated results. The TVS effect is cle
seen.
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liminary simulations of the experiment have reproduced
predicted TVS results.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The existence of passive trans-vacuum-speed metama
als, in which the speed of light is greater than its speed
vacuum has been demonstrated. The TVS metamaterial
designed using a two-time-derivative Lorentz mater
model. Analytical and numerical results for the propagat
of plane waves in a 2TDLM TVS medium were used
validate these TVS properties. A transmission line realizat
of the dispersive 2TDLM TVS medium was established. E
cellent agreement between the results of the theoretical p
wave constructs and the corresponding transmission
models was demonstrated. A practical, frequen
independent transmission line TVS MTM design was e
tracted and validated numerically. It suggests that the T
TL results could be confirmed experimentally. Such an
periment based on this TVS MTM TL design is now in th
final design stages.
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TABLE VI. Pulse propagation characteristics along the 6.0
long, frequency-independent 2TDLM MTM transmission lines.

Design case Time delay~ns! Speed~m/s!

TVS 10.05 1.991c
TL-TVS 14.83 1.539c ~average!

Free space TL 20.03 0.999c
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